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Abstract: In order to reduce the cost of electricity produced by wave energy converters
(WECs), the benefit of selling electricity as well as the investment costs of the structure has
to be considered. This paper presents a methodology for assessing the control strategy for
a WEC with respect to both energy output and structural fatigue loads. Different active and
passive control strategies are implemented (proportional (P) controller, proportional-integral
(PI) controller, proportional-integral-derivative with memory compensation (PID) controller,
model predictive control (MPC) and maximum energy controller (MEC)), and load
time-series resulting from numerical simulations are used to design structural parts based on
fatigue analysis using rain-flow counting, Stress-Number (SN) curves and Miner’s rule. The
objective of the methodology is to obtain a cost-effective WEC with a more comprehensive
analysis of a WEC based on a combination of well known control strategies and standardised
fatigue methods. The presented method is then applied to a particular case study, the
Wavestar WEC, for a specific location in the North Sea. Results, which are based on
numerical simulations, show the importance of balancing the gained power against structural
fatigue. Based on a simple cost model, the PI controller is shown as a viable solution.

Keywords: passive control; active control; model predictive control (MPC); fatigue analysis;
wave energy converter (WEC); wavestar
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1. Introduction

Wave energy converters (WECs) have a high potential to contribute significantly to the world energy
mix in the future. The practically exploitable wave power potential has been assessed to be up to
3.7 TW, which is about a fourth of the global demand and roughly a double of the global electrical
consumption [1]. The global power consumption is∼15 TW of which 10% is electrical power. A diverse
spectrum of WEC prototypes has been realised, and further investigations on control strategies for
electricity harvesting (see e.g., [2]) and structural design (see e.g., [3]) are ongoing.

In terms of maximum absorbed power namely reactive controller or maximum energy controller
(MEC), the condition for optimality was firstly derived in the 1970s [4]. In recent years, the focus
has moved to a more realistic implementation of the proposed controller, using both passive and active
controllers. In the context of wave energy, the term “passive controller” refers to a purely resistive control
strategy such as proportional (P) controller, latching control, etc. The implementation of this type of
control has been proved to work both in numerical and physical models [5–10]. On the other hand, the
term “active controller” refers to those control strategies that imply energy feedback to the converter in
order to increase the overall absorption. This class includes proportional-integral (PI) controller [10],
suboptimal (PIDc) controller [11,12], MEC [13] and others. Recently, the optimal control theory within
the framework of model predictive control (MPC) has been introduced in order to incorporate constraints
in the control problem [14–17]. The MPC groups both passive and active controllers together in function
of the applied constraints as shown in [17]. The advantage of using MPC is that it overcomes both
the unrealistic amplitude of motion predicted by the theory and the inability to handle constraints in
theoretical formulations.

Overall, much effort has been put into finding the optimal control strategies where the main focus is
the maximisation of the gained mechanical or electrical energy. Albeit maximising the absorbed energy
is an important task, it has not been proven whether this is also optimal from an overall cost point of view.
Since the global aim of the sector is the commercialisation of WECs, the economic quota needs to be
considered too. For offshore structure, due to the high ratio between extreme and operational loads,
the structural cost is expected to lie in the range 30%–50% of the capital cost [18,19]. This entails
that the economic quota can be related to the structural dimension in the first approximation. When
designing a WEC, besides the static load, the structure also needs to account for cyclic loads (fatigue)
in the prospected lifetime. While the static loads are uncoupled to the chosen control algorithm, the
fatigue behaviour of the WEC is coupled to the control strategy. Standards for oil and gas (see e.g., [20])
as well as offshore wind turbines [21–23] and (offshore) steel structures [24,25] recommend the use of
Stress-Number (SN) curves for fatigue analyses of structural designs. The SN curve characterises the
material performance concerning fatigue and shows the relation between the number of load cycles at a
given stress amplitude leading to fatigue failure.

The work shown in [26] defines a first attempt to combine control and fatigue analysis, but only a
simple passive control strategy is considered. In addition, neither constraints nor controller phase delay
have been addressed.

The present article shows a simple non-recursive methodology to select the best control strategy for
a given WEC where both energy absorption and structural design are considered. The methodology
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flowchart is presented in Figure 1. The dynamical model of the WEC is modified by a certain control
strategy; five different strategies are used in the case study below. The WEC model receives the array
of sea states as input, which defines the given location, and generates the annual energy production
(AEP) for a given control strategy plus the time series of loads at the specific point selected for the
fatigue assessment. The fatigue assessment is the second step of the algorithm, which receives as input
the load time-series at a given location for a certain control strategy. Based on rain-flow counting [27]
and offshore standards [22,24], the needed design cross section area for the given lifetime is evaluated.
Derived from a simple parameterised, cost model the output from step one (AEP) and step two (material
needed) can be combined. The control strategy leading to the lowest overall estimated cost could be
chosen. The presented methodology is then applied to the Wavestar WEC [28] which is located at
Danish Wave Energy Center (DanWEC) in Hanstholm (Denmark).

Figure 1. Work flow diagram of the proposed methodology. Subscript “i” refers to the
i-th-control strategy and Ω defines the set of the selected control strategies. WEC: wave
energy converter; and AEP: annual energy production.

The paper is organised in five sections: Section 1 introduces the problem, together with the previous
and proposed solution; Section 2 gives a general introduction of the different models used, namely
WEC modelling, control problem and fatigue assessment; Section 3 specifies the equations presented in
Section 2 for a particular WEC in a definite location; Section 4 contains a detailed discussion around the
take-home messages embedded in the results; and Section 5 gives a brief recap of the work done besides
the main outcome of the article.

2. Theoretical Background

A numerical model is used to describe the dynamical behaviour of a given WEC due to its flexibility.
Despite the fact that numerical models are only an approximate representation of the corresponding
physical models, once their accuracy is proven they represent a cheap and a fast tool for analysing
a WEC, compared to physical modelling. In particular, numerical models based on linear potential
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theory coefficients require low computation cost whilst outputting accurate results if the motion of the
WEC is kept bounded around the linearisation point [29,30].

It is important to bear in mind that the proposed numerical model is specified for WECs of the point
absorber type due to the problem formulation simplicity, but the same approach can be used for a generic
WEC of the activated body type after providing a representative model for the wave-body interaction. In
the following, the definition of the used numerical model, control strategies and fatigue model composing
the main algorithm are presented. The equations are expressed in the international system of units (SI)
system of measurement and each parameter is expressed in accordance with the SI base.

2.1. Numerical Model

A WEC can be defined as a dynamic system with one or more degrees of freedom, used to transform
the wave energy content into useful—typically electrical—energy. In this work, only the absorbed
mechanical power will be considered. The transfer from mechanical to electrical power is not taken
into account. A point absorber is a particular type of WEC where the characteristic length of the device
is small compared with the wavelength. A single body floating system, like a point absorber WEC,
presents a resonant-like behaviour similar to a mechanical oscillator. The dynamical model of system
can be obtained using the Newton-Euler equation. If the system has only one degree of freedom, then the
Newton-Euler equation is simplified to [13]:∑

i

Fi = Mẍ (1)

where Fi represents a generic force/moment acting on the rigid body; M represents the mass/inertia
of the body; and ẍ represents the body linear/angular acceleration. The wave-body interaction can be
linearised around the equilibrium point by assuming small body motions (that is when the motion’s
amplitude is much smaller than the wave length) and by considering steady state conditions. According
to the diffraction/radiation theory, the hydrodynamic problem can be dealt with as two subproblems. A
third contribution in the force summation of Equation (1) comes in place from the linearised hydrostatic
problem [13]:

Fex + FRAD + Fhy +
∑
i

Fi = Mẍ (2)

where Fex is the wave excitation force; FRAD is the radiation force; and Fhy is the hydrostatic
restoring force.

The wave excitation force is defined as an external force acting on the fixed structure subjected to a
wave field and is defined by a complex function associated with the frequency of the incoming wave.
It accounts for two distinct contributions namely the diffraction force plus the first order Froude-Krylov
force evaluated for fixed wetted surface. The radiation force describes the loads acting on the structure
due to its motion in still water and is defined as [13]:

FRAD(ω) = V (ω) [jω (A(ω)− a∞) + B(ω)] = jωX(ω)HRAD(ω) (3)

where V (ω) is the Fourier transform of the velocity of the system; A(ω) is the added mass coefficient;
a∞ represents the limit value of the added mass when the frequency tends to infinity; B(ω) is the
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radiation damping coefficient; and HRAD(ω) is the frequency response function of the radiation force per
unit of body velocity. The hydrostatic restoring force, Fhy, describes the difference between gravitational
force and the buoyancy force due to the submerged volume. Fhy is proportional to the body displacement,
where the hydrostatic stiffness coefficient Khy is the proportionality factor.

Equation (2) can be recast into Equation (4) by including the wave-body interaction [13]:[
jω(M + A(ω)− a∞) + B(ω) + Bi +

1

jω
Khy

]
V (ω) = Fex(ω) + Fu(ω) (4)

where Bi represents any additional source of damping; and the summation of the external forces has
been replaced by the control force (Fu). The control force represents the force imposed by the WEC’s
power take off (PTO) system, i.e., electrical generator. The effect of the controllable load into the body
dynamic will be discussed in the next section. By taking the inverse Fourier transform, Equation (4)
is mapped into the time-domain, leading to an integro-differential equation, commonly known as the
Cummins equation [31]:

(M + a∞)ẍ(t) +

∫ t

−∞
hRAD(t− τ)ẋ(τ)dτ+ Biẋ(t) + Khyx(t) = fex(t) + fu(t) (5)

where ẍ(t) is the body acceleration; ẋ(t) is the body velocity; x(t) is the body displacement; hRAD is
the impulse response function of the radiation force; fu(t) is the control force; and fex(t) is the wave
excitation force. For a simple system such as a point absorber, the convolution integral can be efficiently
substituted by a state-space model [32,33]. Even if the two formulations are both an approximation of
the frequency response function, the state space model formulation is adopted when the model predictive
controller is conceived, because the model of the WEC is built in a state-space form.

2.2. WEC Control Strategies

The average mechanical power (P̄ ) absorbed by a generic WEC over a time period (T) is the mean
value of the product of the control load, fu(t), and the body velocity in the used degree of freedom,
ẋ(t) [13]:

P̄ =
1

T

∫ T

0

fu(t)ẋ(t)dt (6)

The absorbed mean power is often used as a performance indicator for a generic WEC. The dynamic
response of a WEC, and its production capabilities, is affected by the applied control scheme. Because
the scope of the work is the balanced power optimisation of a WEC against structural fatigue, it is
important to define both non-aggressive and aggressive controllers. In the context of this work, the term
“aggressiveness of a controller” is meant in a qualitative sense. It refers to the actuator duty cycle.

Five different control strategies will be introduced and used in the case study. Three of them, P, PI and
PIDc, are applied for the true comparison while the other two controllers (MEC and MPC) are employed
as benchmarks. The P, PI and PIDc controllers have been chosen for their implementation simplicity
and efficacy. They are listed in increasing aggressiveness order. The power performance of the three
controllers will be compared with the maximum achievable mean power. The theoretical superior limit
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of P̄ depends on the model set-up; the simulation parameters are defined in Section 3.1. If the PTO
is ideal, the MEC will define the WEC performance upper bound. On the other hand, if the PTO is
not ideal, the MPC will be considered to be the optimal controller due to the inability of the MEC to
handle physical constraints.

2.2.1. MEC

For a simple oscillator, the optimal energy transfer between external source and the moving body
happens when the system is in resonance with the input’s frequency. The analytical solution of the
maximum absorbed power problem is [13]:

V (ω) =
Fex(ω)

2(B(ω) + Bi)
(7a)

Fu(ω) = −Z∗i (ω)V (ω) (7b)

where Z∗i (ω) is the complex conjugate of the intrinsic mechanical impedance of the oscillator [13]:

Zi(ω) = jω(M + A(ω)− a∞) + B(ω) + Bi +
1

jω
Khy (8)

Some considerations can be drawn from Equation (7):

• Since B(ω) is a real function, the resonance condition is achieved when the body velocity is
in-phase with the wave excitation force (Equation (7a)).

• The power maximisation is an impedance matching problem [34]. Therefore, the control load
needs to counteract the reactance of the oscillator (Equation (7b)).

• Some energy needs to be fed back to the floater during a wave cycle. Therefore, the actuator
needs to be reversible, and the instantaneous power will be both positive and negative at different
positions of the wave cycle.

• The actuator is considered ideal, i.e., there is no limitation on the force amplitude together with an
unitary transfer function (no phase delay).

In addition to the inability to handle physical constraints and the unrealistic large amplitude of
motion, the practical implementation of this type of controller is crippled by the non-causality of the
control law. The definitions introduced in Equation (7) require information about the future incoming
wave [13] and body velocity [35], which needs to be predicted. Given that the system is highly damped,
the body velocity is a broad-band process, and its prediction cannot be reliable. On the other hand,
under the assumption that the wave spectrum is a relative narrow-band process, its prediction can be
considered reliable. Several works have addressed the issue of forecasting the incoming wave in the
short range [36–38] for a real-time application of the controller. It is important to bear in mind that for
a numerical simulation the input time series is known a priori, so there is no need to forecast the future
waves since they are already available.

Among the two methods introduced in Equation (7), the reference velocity method (Equation (7a)) is
adopted. In order to implement this type of controller, a low level velocity tracking system needs to be
implemented; a PI controller has been chosen as a low-level logic.
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Another issue arises when the reference velocity needs to be evaluated: the transfer function (TF)
between the excitation force and the optimal reference is frequency dependent. This type of problem can
be solved using an observer of the excitation force state, in the form of an Extended Kalman Filter [38]
or a Hilbert Transform [39].

2.2.2. Model Predictive Controller

MPC refers to an advanced, digital control technique. Its basic principle is to calculate optimal values
for the control signals over a certain time horizon in the future. To this end, it uses a dynamic model
of the plant, current measurements to update the dynamic states of this model, and the future course of
external inputs; the latter being the wave excitation force and the control force in this paper. Given that
the dynamic model sufficiently represents the real system and that measurements for updating the states
and a prediction of the future wave excitation force are available, the WEC’s behaviour over the time
horizon can be calculated depending on the control force. This is used to determine the optimal trajectory
of the control force by solving a possibly constrained optimisation problem. This optimisation problem
includes a cost function that reflects the control objectives. The optimal control force is then applied
to the point absorber until the new measurement and predictions samples are available. After that, the
whole procedure is repeated in order to account for unforeseen disturbances. The ability of directly
incorporating constraints in the optimisation problem makes MPC a straightforward choice for control
problems with constraints on the control input or the plant states.

Several applications of MPC for the control of WEC are reported in the literature. Some of them
directly incorporate the objective of maximum average power into the cost function [14–17]. For this
work, the variant presented in [17] was chosen. It uses a non-standard method for deriving the time
discrete model from the time continuous model in Equation (5). The resulting control algorithm allows
for relatively large sample periods without degrading the accuracy. Large sample periods are generally
desirable because the computational effort in solving the optimisation problem at every time step is large.

The general formulation of the applied cost function J is the time discrete version of Equation (6),
that is [17]:

J [k] =

k+Np∑
i=k

fu[i]ẋ[i] (9)

where k ∈ Z denotes the current time instant; and Np is the number of time steps of the
prediction horizon. The overall optimisation problem with the constraint on the control force can be
written as [17]:

fu[i]
maxJ [k] such that |fu[i]| ≤ fmax, i = k, ...k + Np (10)

If feasible, the solution of this problem yields an optimal control sequence over the prediction
horizon. Using the receding horizon control principle, only the current sample fu[k] is applied to the
WEC, leading to the ability of the controller to react to unforeseen disturbances. The whole problem
formulation can be found in [17]. Here, it should only be noted that for using computationally efficient
algorithms to solve Equation (10), the defined optimisation problem has to be convex. Reference [17]
shows that the cost function (Equation (9)) leads to a quadratic program, i.e., linearly constrained
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optimisation problem with a quadratic objective function. Although no universal proof of its convexity
is given, this property can be ensured by a numerical check after the design of the controller.

2.2.3. P Controller—Passive Controller

When the WEC actuator only works in an unidirectional mode, no energy can be fed back to the
oscillator. This type of controller commonly known as passive damper has the great advantage of
requiring simple machinery and having a smaller ratio between peak average power. Otherwise, since the
body reactance will not be compensated, the WEC will mainly work in a tight range around the natural
frequency of the oscillator, limiting the overall system efficiency. The general form of the control force
is as follows [10]:

fu(t) = ccẋ(t) (11)

where cc is the damping coefficient of the control force.

2.2.4. PI Controller—Spring-Damper Controller

The PI controller is also denoted as spring-damper controller because an additional term proportional
to the body displacement is used to compensate the intrinsic reactance of the body. In theory, the PD
controller can also achieve similar results, but as shown in [10] it presents a narrower frequency band,
which leads to a lower overall efficiency. These type of controllers are optimal controllers in the case of
regular waves, but they become non-optimal for irregular waves. The downgrade is related to the lack
of compensation of the memory term of the fluid. In fact, the optimal control law needs to include the
convolution term related to the fluid memory, as can be derived from the application of the Pontryagin’s
maximum principle [12]. The general form of the PI control force is as follows [10]:

fu(t) = ccẋ(t) + kcx(t) (12)

where kc is the stiffness coefficient of the control force.

2.2.5. PID Controller with Memory Compensation—Sub-Optimal Controller

The PID controller is a mass-spring-damper controller with the introduction of an additional
convolution term. The general form of the controller is as follows [12]:

fu(t) = ccẋ(t) + kcx(t) + mcẍ(t) +

∫ t

−∞
hRAD(t− τ)ẋ(τ)dτ (13)

where mc is the mass coefficient of the control force. The convolution integral of Equation (13)
represents the compensation of the memory term of the fluid (i.e., radiation force). This type of controller
is a sub-optimal controller because it approximates the optimal non-causal solution with a causal
one [12,35]. In order to avoid the uncertainties related to the body velocity prediction, see Section 2.2.1. ,
the integral term concerning the time interval from t + δt to∞ is neglected.
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2.3. Fatigue Assessments

Fatigue failure is an important failure mode of offshore structures and expectably even more for
WECs where the resonance condition is sought. For estimating the fatigue of a structural part, the
Stress-Number (SN) of cycles curve together with Miner’s rule [40] is used here. SN curves for
offshore applications can be found in [24]. Miner’s rule uses sequence independent linearised damage
accumulation and assumes that fatigue failure occurs when [40]:

Ni∑
i=1

ni

Ni

= 1 (14)

where Ni is the total number of cycles of a given stress range leading to fatigue failure; and ni the
expected number of cycles at the same stress range during the life-time of the WEC. The SN curve
shows the number of cycles leading to fatigue failure of a given stress amplitude. When using the SN
approach, a linear or bilinear formulation, where plastic deformation is allowed, can be implemented.
Rain-flow counting (see [27]) can be used to discretise the load time series into groups/intervals of load
amplitudes. A certain interval i has ni cycles per year of a certain load range ∆Qi (e.g., normal force).
It is assumed that the stress range ∆σi can be expressed by a design parameter z (e.g., cross section area)
and the corresponding load range ∆Qi:

∆σi =
∆Qi

z
(15)

The bilinear SN curve has a slope change at ∆σD where the number of cycles to failure ND is equal
to 1× 106:

N = K1S
−m1 for S ≥ ∆σD

N = K2S
−m2 for S < ∆σD

(16)

where K1,2 are the stress intensity factors; and m1,2 are the crack growth parameters. A design equation
can be used to calculate the design equation parameter z and can be written for a bilinear approach using
the Miner’s rule as, see e.g., [41]:

1−
∑
i

∑
j

∑
k1

TFATnijk1

Kc
1

sm1
ijk1

P (Hm0i , TPj
)︸ ︷︷ ︸

S≥∆σD

−
∑
i

∑
j

∑
k2

TFATnijk2

Kc
2

sm2
ijk2

P (Hm0i , TPj
)︸ ︷︷ ︸

S<∆σD

= 0 (17)

where log(Kc) is the characteristic value of log(K); nijk is the number of stress ranges per year given
the significant wave height Hm0i and the wave peak period TPj

; sijk = ∆Qijk/z is the stress range
ijk given Hm0i and TPj

. The fatigue design life TFAT is equal to FDF · TL with fatigue design factor
(FDF ) and design life time TL. The joint probability of Hm0i and TPj

is equal to P (Hm0i , TPj
) =

P (Hm0i)P (TPj
|Hm0i) and indicates the probability of occurrence of a certain sea state.

2.4. Cost Factor

This section focuses on bringing together the influence of a certain control strategy on harvested
energy, which will define the income during lifetime, and the resulting structural design which drives the
investment costs. In order to compare different control strategies, a simple economical model is used.
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From a certain structural detail, one can hardly comment on the control strategy’s overall cost impact.
But one can, based on some simple assumptions get an idea of the relative impact of the different control
strategies on the overall cost.

It is assumed that the total lifetime costs consists of one part, which is dependent on the control
strategy (called C1, mainly cost for PTO and structure of PTO arm) and other investment costs
(called C2, e.g., platform, or electricity connection to shore), which are assumed to be constant for
all control strategies. The control dependent costs are assumed to be proportional to the cross sectional
area of a certain critical structural component. The cost factor CFc, which shows the ratio between total
investment costs and the absorbed energy (AEPc), for a given control strategy c can be written as:

CFc =
C1 + C2

Ec

=
p · Cref,tot

Ac

Aref
+ (1− p) · Cref,tot

AEPc

(18)

where Cref,tot is the total lifetime cost of a certain design with a reference control strategy; Aref is
the cross sectional area of a critical structural component for the reference control strategy; Ac is the
resulting cross sectional area of control strategy c; and p represents the percentage of the total lifetime
costs, which are dependent on the control strategy. Even though the main assumption adopted—linear
relation between WECs cost and structural dimensions—is rather stringent, the cost factor can still give
a valuable tool to gain insight into the economic potential of a WEC and afterwards ease the comparison
between proposed concepts.

3. Case Study Results

This section presents a case study focused on the Wavestar WEC. The particular WEC has been
chosen mainly because its numerical model already has been compared with experimental data from a
scaled physical model of the device [29,30]. The effect of different control strategies and constraints on
the power output as well as the fatigue of different subcomponents are assessed. The Wavestar device is
located at DanWEC (Danish North Sea coast) near Hanstholm. This prototype (see Figure 2) consists of
four piles and two floaters as well as a platform where the mechanical and electrical devices are stored.
The floaters which are excited by the passing waves drive a hydraulic system which impels a turbine
and a generator. The Wavestar device was installed in 2009 and fed electricity into the grid until it was
moved to the harbour for reconfiguration in September 2013.

3.1. Site Assessement

Sea state measurements over a period of six years are provided by [42], based on recordings from a
buoy (6332100N, 474700E, water depth: 17 m) located near the Wavestar device. The dataset contains
the frequency domain wave parameters, significant wave height (Hm0) as well as the peak period (TP ),
measured with a time interval of 3 h. The resulting probability of occurrence of different wave states are
shown in Table 1 and are used in this case study.

The incoming wave direction is not considered in this case study and is assumed to be of minor
importance for the load and power output assessment, as a consequence of the symmetry of the system.
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Figure 2. (A) Wavestar prototype at Hanstholm (Denmark); and (B) sketch of floater details
with main components and coordinate system.

Table 1. Relative occurrence of different wave states from six years, buoy measurements
([Hm0] = m, [TP ] = s). Both parameters defines the mean value over an interval. The adopted
discretisation is 1 s in Tp and 0.5 m in Hm0.

Hm0/TP 0.5 1.5 2.5 3.5 4.5 5.5 6.5 7.5

0.25 - - - 0.04 0.04 0.02 0.01 -
0.75 - - - 0.07 0.17 0.11 0.05 0.01
1.25 - - - - 0.06 0.11 0.05 0.01
1.75 - - - - - 0.06 0.05 0.02
2.25 - - - - - 0.01 0.05 0.02
2.75 - - - - - - 0.01 0.02
3.25 - - - - - - - 0.01

3.2. Numerical Model of the Wavestar WEC

Since the Wavestar machine belongs to the point absorber WEC class, the model introduced in
Equation (5) can be used to describe the dynamic response of the system. Table 2 and Figure 3 summarise
the model parameters used in this case study.

For each sea state described in Table 1, a surface elevation time series of 30 h is fed into the numerical
model. The time series’ length is determined by the need to minimise the statistical uncertainty of the
model input, related to the irregularity of the wave. The White Noise filtering technique is adopted to
generate the surface elevation time series, using Wavelab [43]. The filter uses a JONSWAP spectral
model [44] with peak enhancement factor (γ) equal to 3.3 and a sample frequency equal to 20 Hz.

The linear hydrodynamic coefficients as well as the hydrostatic stiffness coefficients have been
evaluated using a commercial Boundary Element Method (BEM) solver [45]. The radiation frequency
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functions plotted in Figure 3 have been interpolated with a rational polynomial approximation, whose
order is reduced using the Hankel singular value [32]. The resultant second order TF is listed in Table 2.
Order reduction is an important topic mostly in the MPC formulation because of computational time, but
for consistency the minimum order model has been adopted throughout the work.

Figure 3. Hydrodynamic frequency response functions for the Wavestar model: (A) bi-axis
plot of the wave excitation moment magnitude coefficients (solid line) and phase coefficients
(dotted line); and (B) plot of the radiation moment damping coefficients (solid line) and
added mass coefficients (dotted line).

Table 2. Model parameters for the Wavestar WEC [10,30,45]. TF: transfer function.

Hydrostatic and structural parameters
Moment of Inertia Jst 2.45× 106 kg·m2

Hydrostatic Stiffness Khy 14.0× 106 N·m/rad
Maximum exerted moment Mmax 1.0× 106 N·m
Drag Coefficient CD 0.25 -
PTO stroke SPTO 2.0 m
Natural Period in Pitch Tn ∼3.5 s
Hydrodynamic model parameters
Added mass at infinity frequency a∞ 1.32× 106 kg·m2

Radiation Moment TF numerator aRAD [ 4.93 , 1.08 ]× 106 -
Radiation Moment TF denominator bRAD [ 1 , 2.56 , 5.16 ] -
Excitation Moment TF numerator aEX [ 5.4× 1010 , 2.7× 1012 ] -

Excitation Moment TF denominator bEX
[ 3.6× 104 , 3.9× 105 , 1.5× 106

-
2.6× 106 , 1.6× 106 ]

The power performance of the WEC is evaluated for the unconstrained model and for two other cases,
all defined in Equation (5):

• Case 1—Unconstrained case. Neither the saturation of the maximum PTO force, nor the maximum
allowed PTO stroke, nor the additional damping is included.

• Case 2—Unconstrained case with linearised viscous drag moment implemented as additional
damping. Neither the saturation of the maximum PTO force, nor the maximum allowed PTO
stroke is included.
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• Case 3—PTO constraint and linearised viscous drag moment implemented as additional damping.
The PTO constraint is implemented as a saturation function of the full control force.

Hereafter, the rationale behind these choices is briefly given. The linearised viscous drag moment has
been inserted in the WEC model in order to account for a viscous dissipative effect. This type of effect
is normally negligible when the system operates in a non-resonant condition due to the relative low body
velocity. On the other hand, when the resonance condition is achieved, a significant part of the energy is
dissipated in turbulence [46]. Given that the main focus of the work is on the implementation of optimal
control strategies, the viscous drag moment is likely to play an important role in the assessment of the
absorbed power. The viscous drag coefficient reported in Table 2 has been obtained from laboratory
tests [30].

The PTO constraint is introduced to simulate a model as close as possible to the device deployed at
DanWEC in Hanstholm (Denmark). This type of constraint reflects a realistic feature of many types
of actuators, to be used in a WEC, and it is worth investigating its effect in both power and fatigue
assessment. The PTO constraint is taken from [10]. All the parameters presented are summarised in
Table 2. The simulations were carried out using the Simulink/Matlab environment.

In order to simulate a realistic PTO system, two other parameters were identified besides the saturation
function applied in Case 3:

• Case 4—End-Stop of the PTO actuator. Another external force is added in the force summation in
the right hand side of Equation (5). The force is proportional to both the penetration of the piston
into the end-stop system and the penetration velocity.

• Case 5—PTO delay [10]. In this case, a second order TF is applied to the theoretical control force
f ∗u(t) in order to obtain the true control force fu(t).

In both cases, the PTO was saturated as in Case 3. The sensitivity analysis of the WEC model response
with respect to these two additional cases shows that the PTO constraint is the most critical parameter.
In fact, in Case 4, the End-Stop system is rarely exerted as a result of the non-optimality of the controller
induced by the limited PTO capacity. Further, in Case 5, the PTO delay is small compared with the
system dynamic. Therefore, the induced phase shift accounts for only a small reduction of the power
performances. Since the contribution of Cases 4 and 5 is below 1% in both AEP and cross section area,
these cases will be omitted in the following.

3.3. Control Strategies of the Wavestar Device

The controller schemes presented in Section 2.2 have been introduced into the WEC model in order
to estimate its average power performances. As shown in Figure 1, the implementation of the dynamical
response of the WEC is uncoupled with the structural fatigue assessment:

• P—proportional or passive controller (Section 2.2.3.);
• PI—proportional-integral or spring-damper controller (Section 2.2.4.);
• PIDc—proportional-integral-derivative with memory compensation or sub-optimal controller

(Section 2.2.5.);
• MEC—maximum energy controller (Section 2.2.1.);
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• MPC—model predictive controller (Section 2.2.2.).

The MEC is considered a benchmark for Cases 1 and 2 since it defines the theoretical upper bound
of the absorbed energy. For Case 3, the MPC will be considered as reference point; the MEC is indeed
unable to deal with constraints. The remaining controllers are then used to assess the effect of control
aggressiveness into the absorbed power.

The MPC cannot be considered an applicable controller in the present formulation, because in the
simulations the control algorithm was assumed to have perfect knowledge of the future excitation
moment over the full prediction horizon. Therefore, uncertainties related to the excitation moment
prediction are discarded with a reasonable increment of the power performance. Furthermore, the current
state of the plant is assumed to be perfectly known. Hence, the MPC results are considered an upper
bound in terms of the objective function rather than a practicable solution in the present formulation.
The implementation of the different controllers is described in detail in the following.

The MEC is implemented using the velocity tracking logic where the velocity signal is generated in
two steps: first, the actual wave frequency and amplitude are observed using the Hilbert transform [39]
and, second, the observed frequency and amplitude are used in a look-up table to recover the reference
velocity at the actual sample time. The general control layout traces out the implementation presented
in [47]. The Ziegler-Nichols closed-loop tuning method was used to tune the PI low-level velocity
controller [48].

The MPC model is based on the state-space approximation of the WEC model summarised in Table 2.
The sample time employed in the MPC is 0.05 s. The other important parameter used to tune the
performances of the MPC is the length of the prediction horizon, Np. At each time sample, the optimiser
searches the optimal trajectory over the prediction horizon using the Hildreth’s quadratic programming
algorithm [49]. The computational cost of this method is a cubic function in the Np variable. Recalling
that the simulation time length is 30 h, it is clear how the definition of Np becomes a crucial point.
The best compromise between MPC performance and computational time was found to be Np = 120,
with negligible degradation of the power performances if compared to the MEC in the unconstrained
case. Using this set of parameters, the MPC roughly foresees one full wave ahead. The MPC predicts
the same AEP of the maximum energy controller in Cases 1 and 2, as will be presented in Figure 4.
The difference between the two controllers grows as the wave period increases, because the prediction
horizon becomes too short. In the considered case study, the probability of occurrence of the long period
sea state is relative low, which reduces the global influence of the actual MPC set up error. Depending
on the specific scatter diagram, Np needs to be adapted to the current sea state. The adjustment will be
based on the results of a sensitive analysis on the power performance of the WEC in function of Np.

Controllers P, PI and PIDc have already been defined up to the establishment of the control parameters
(cc, kc, mc). They have been assessed using a global maximisation routine, whose objective function is
the mean absorbed power. The global maximum point is obtained using a local maximisation algorithm
(Nelder-Mead method [50]) with randomly seeded starting points (scattered search [51]). The algorithm
is repeated for each sea state, each controller and each case.

A special attention needs to be given to the PI and PIDc controllers when the PTO moment is
constrained. In order to reduce the error accumulated in the integrator introduced by the abrupt
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saturation, an integral windup with back-calculation scheme was used [52]. The main improvement
given by the windup scheme is a reduction of controller overshooting.

Figure 4. AEP of the WEC as a function of the applied controller for each simulated case.
Control type proportional (P) controller, proportional-integral (PI) controller, proportional-
integral-derivative with memory compensation (PID) controller, maximum energy controller
(MEC) and model predictive control (MPC).

The absolute performance of the different controllers is quantified using the power matrix, which
defines the average power production for each simulated sea-state. Figures 5 and 6 report the power
matrix of P and PI controller, for the unconstrained (Case 1) and PTO constrained cases (Case 3),
normalised by the benchmark controller power matrix. As introduced in Section 2.2.3. , the passive
control strategy is unable to tune the response of the oscillator to the incoming wave frequency.
Therefore, only sea-states with Tp close to the natural period Tn of the system will have a power
production equal to the reference point. The performances of the P controller reduce quickly as Tp

moves away from Tn (Figure 5A); the natural period of the floater is∼3.5 s. On the other hand, since the
PI controller can extend the bandwidth of the oscillator, it will result in a power performance similar to
the benchmarks (MEC), which is shown in Figure 5B.

Moreover, when the PTO moment is bounded, most of the energy in the high energetic sea-states
cannot be absorbed (Figure 6A), leading to a better relative performance of the P controller relative to
both the benchmark (MPC) and PI controller. As introduced in Section 2.2, the benchmark changes as
the considered case changes. It is important to notice that the power performance of the MPC worsens
when the PTO saturation is included, while the P controller does not undergo significant performances
variations. This fact is in connection to the relatively smaller control moments commanded by the P
controller, relative to the other controllers. Figure 6B shows that the PI controller can handle PTO
constraints almost without losing performance when compared with the MPC. A direct consequence
of this lies in the practical applicability of the controller. Taking into account the implementation
simplicity of the PI controller and its negligible power performance reduction in the constraint case,
this method becomes much more attractive than the MPC, provided an effective sea state adaptation of
the PI controller parameters is available.
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Figure 5. Comparison of P and PI controller power performance normalised by the MEC
results, for unconstrained case (Case 1): (A)—P controller power matrix for Case 1; and
(B)—PI controller power matrix for Case 1.

Figure 6. Comparison of P and PI controller power performance normalised by the MPC
results, for constrained case (Case 3): (A)—P controller power matrix Case 3; (B)—PI
controller power matrix Case 3.

Using the power results of the Wavestar WEC and the scatter diagram shown in Table 1, the AEP
can be evaluated. Unlike the power matrix, the AEP should be regarded as the global relative energy
performance indicator of the particular WEC at the specific location. In Figure 4, the AEP of the
Wavestar WEC at the Hanstholm location is given for each case and controller.

The energy performance of the P controller can be increased reasonably by a factor of two when
an active controller is adopted into the WEC model. The five-fold increase of the unconstrained
case is mainly linked to the unrealistic motion amplitude achieved in the high-energetic sea states.
In those conditions, the linear theory assumptions are heavily violated, and the simulation results become
unreliable. The viscous dissipative term accounts for a global performance reduction of up to 15% if an
active controller is used. For the passive controller, the small body velocity induced by the non-resonant
WEC makes the turbulence effect negligible [30].
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Both active controllers used (PI and PIDc) show similar results. In addition, their operation is close to
the benchmark capability. Given that the performance gap does not seem to be a function of the applied
constraint, it is reasonable to assume that both PI and PIDc controllers have a flat power performance
compared with the optimal controller. This trend is also visualised in Figures 5 and 6B.

3.4. Fatigue Assessment

For the fatigue assessment, the focus is put on different components of the floater arm. Due to the
fact that the floater can be taken out of the water during storm events, extreme events are of minor
importance for the structural design of the floaters. Critical subcomponents whose failure may lead to
an overall breakdown are bolted as well as welded connections. Therefore, the focus here is on the
two welded details and one bolted connection shown in Figure 7. Failure of one of these would lead to
structural failure of the arm due to inability of controlling the motion of the arm. Time-series of loads of
30 h are compiled for different control strategies and each wave state shown in Table 1.

Figure 7. Position of the two welded details as well as the bolted connection between the
arm and the power take off (PTO) of the Wavestar device.

Table 3 and Figure 8 show the two SN curves, taken from [24], used in this case study. Weld 1 is
located at at a cruciform joint, and Weld 2 is placed parallel to the direction of applied stress. Fatigue
behaviour of both welds can be explained considering the SN curve of a so-called “F” detail [24]. Here it
is assumed that cathodic protection is used. The bolted connection between the arm and the PTO is in
double shear. According to [24] for bolts in shear a linear SN curve should be done. The SN curve is
defined by the parameters m1 and m2, which are equal to the negative inverse slope of the SN curves and
log(K1) as well as log(K2), which show the intercept of log(N) axis.

Table 3. Parameters of Stress-Number (SN) curves shown in Figure 8 for the three different
considered connections at the Wavestar WEC. The parameters are taken from [24].

m1 (-) log(K1) (-) m2 (-) log(K2) (-)

Weld 1 3 11.455 5 15.091

Weld 2 3 11.455 5 15.091

Bolt 1 5 16.301 - -
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Figure 8. Considered SN curves for the Wavestar case study. The SN curves are taken
from [24] and the parameters m1, m2, K1 and K2 (see Equation (17)) are shown in Table 3.

The life time TL of the Wavestar power plant is assumed to be 20 years, and no maintenance actions
are considered here. The fatigue design is performed with a FDF of 3, which is in accordance with [22]
for details which are not inspected.

Figure 9 shows the design cross section area of the three different connections defined in Figure 7 for
different control strategies as well as different cases. The design cross section area is meant to be the
cross section area resulting from the design. In general, different control strategies as well as different
cases lead to different cross section areas. The simplest control strategy leads to the smallest fatigue
loads onto the structure and, therefore, to the smallest cross section area. For this control strategy, the
impact of different cases is negligible. For all other controllers, the unconstraint case (Case 1) gives the
largest cross section areas. When viscous drag effects on the floater are included (Case 2), the loads onto
the structure are decreased compared with Case 1 and, therefore, the needed cross section is reduced.
The smallest cross section areas are reached in Case 3 where the PTO maximum deliverable moment is
included in the simulations.

Figure 10 shows the number of expected cycles during 20 years for Weld 1 using MPC with different
cases. Figure 10A shows the expected number of cycles, n1,i, during one life-time of 20 years for a
given load range ∆Qi in the unconstraint Case 1 whereas Figure 10B shows the number of expected
cycles, n2,i, for MPC given constraint Case 3. Part C in Figure 10 shows the difference between the
number of expected cycles during one life-time for a given load range. The constraint leads to more
cycles with small and load amplitudes equal to the constraint whereas the unconstraint case leads to a
small number of loads with large amplitude. Cycles with large load amplitudes have a large impact on
fatigue due to the fact that the number of cycles up to failure for a given load range relates exponentially
to the load range (see Equation (16)). This small number of large loads are the reason why the design
cross section area is increased for Case 1 (unconstraint) by a factor of 5 (see Figure 9) compared with
Case 3 (constraint).
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Figure 9. Design cross section areas for the three different connections defined in Figure 7
for different control strategies as well as different implementation forms (Cases).

Figure 10. Expected number of cycles for a given load range during life-time of 20 years:
(A) expected number of cycles for a given load range at Weld 1, using MPC and Case 1
(unconstraint); (B) expected number of cycles at Weld 1, using MPC and Case 3 (constraint);
and (C) difference of number of cycles between A and B.
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4. Discussion

In the following, the discussion of the results for the specific case study elaborated in Section 3
is given. It is important to bear in mind that whilst the proposed method can be extended, prior to
modification, to other WECs of the activated body type, any extrapolation of the results of Section 3,
for any other device, should be considered inaccurate. Different conclusion should also be expected if
different connection points are chosen for a given WEC.

Figure 11 shows the comparison between the AEP and the cross section area of Weld 1 for Case 1
(A-Unconstrained case) and Case 3 (B-PTO constrained case) in function of the applied control strategy.
The data is normalised by the results of Case 1, MEC. The PTO constraint induces a two-fold reduction
of the AEP of the WEC, but it also drives a similar mitigation of the structural fatigue of Weld 1.
The same conclusion can be drawn for the other connections. The usage of the PI controller leads to
a two-fold growth of the AEP of the WEC, keeping the increment of the required cross section area to
1.5-fold. The AEP defined so far is related to the absorbed energy. If a PTO efficiency of 70% between
the absorbed energy and the electrical energy produced is adopted, the AEP will vary. The AEP of the P
controller will be reduced by 30% while the AEP of the PI controller will suffer a larger reduction, due
to the doubling of losses exerted in the bidirectional process, [53]. In addition, when an active controller
is used, the system complexity will increase with respect to a simple passive controller, which might
induce a reduction in availability of the WEC.

Figure 11. Comparison of AEP (blue) and Cross Section Area (green) between different
control strategies, for (A) Case 1 and (B) Case 3. The data is normalised by the AEP and
Cross Section Area of MEC Case 1. The Cross Section Area data refers to the Weld 1 detail.

Based on the cost factor, CF (see Equation (18)), different control systems can be compared on an
economical level. It is assumed that the critical structural component, whose cross section area is used for
calculating the cost factor, is Weld 1. Figure 12 shows CF values, which are normalised by the CF value
of Case 1 and p = 0%, for different control strategies. As expected, the normalised CF increases when p
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is increased. The impact on the p-value is larger for Case 1 but for Case 3, the p-value impact is of minor
importance. For Case 3, the different CF values are mainly driven by the different control strategies and
its resulting AEP. Lowest CF values are for all p values reached when using the MPC controller.

Figure 12. Comparison of Cost Factor CF between different control strategies and p-values,
for (A) Case 1 and (B) Case 3. The Cost Factor is normalised by the CF resulting from P
controller for Case 1 (p = 0%). The Cross Section Area data refers to the Weld 1 detail.

A sensitivity analysis has been carried out in order to investigate the impact of detuned control
parameters on AEP and cross section area. Table 4 shows the AEP and cross section area of Weld 1
for P and PI controller, using Case 3 (constraint plus viscous drag). The P and PI power optimised gains
are detuned by ±20% and the results are normalised by the AEP maximised case; cc is the proportional
gain and kc is the integral gain.

Table 4. Results of the sensitivity analysis for P and PI controller. Variation of the cross
section area (red text) of Weld 1 and annual energy product (blue text), normalised by the
controller where AEP is maximised.

P controller
PI controller

1.2 kc kc 0.8 kc

1.2 cc
+5% +1% −3% −10%
−1% −3% −3% −8%

cc
0% +4% 0% −8%
0% −2% 0% −5%

0.8 cc
−6% −5% +3% −5%
−1% −5% −1% −4%

As expected, the AEP is reduced in all cases, while the fatigue loads acting on the structure can be
reduced by choosing the right detuning combination. From an economic point of view, only those cases
where the reduction of power output comes along with reduced fatigue loads are of potential interest.
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This is clear in the case of the P controller where the amount of damping is positively correlated to
the structural load, and only the reduced damping coefficient (0.8cc) can be considered. Figure 13 shows
the variations of CF with respect to the p-parameter obtained from Equation (18). When the cost is
assumed to be independent from the control strategy, i.e., p = 0%, then CF is greater than one. There is a
break-even point at p∗ = 16.7%. That is, if the part of the cost that is influenced by the controller makes
more than 16.7% of the overall costs, then it is economically wise to apply the detuned coefficient.

Figure 13. Variation of the cost factor with respect to the percentage of the cost depending
on the control strategy for the P controller with reduced damping coefficient 0.8 cc.

For the PI controller, Figure 14 shows the variation of the cost factor for all the cases from Table 4
and for p = 10%. The contour plot indicates that for p = 10% the power-optimal controller is also
economically optimal. The best detuned controller happens at 100% cc and 80% kc, but in this case the
break-even point is p∗ = 68%. Up to now, only very little cost data is publicly available for WEC (see
e.g., [54]). Hence, for a rough estimate of an upper bound of p, it is possible to look at the figures in the
offshore wind sector. The capital expenditure varies between 50%–70% of the overall life-cycle costs
of an offshore wind turbine [54–57]. The costs of the turbine itself make about one third of it [58,59].
That is, the value of p is very likely to lie well below 0.7 × 0.33 (23%). Transferring this p-value to the
WECs, shows that only for the P controller economic improvement is realistic by detuning controller
parameters. The higher break-even point of the PI controller compared to the wind turbine case leads to
the conclusion that detuning the parameters does not seem to be a reasonable choice. Albeit the above
parallel give some indication whether the CF is affected by the detuned control gains, it is important to
bear in mind that due to the variety of WEC concepts the comparison is somehow coarse.

In addition, there is a clear lack of specificity in the wave energy sector which makes finding an
economical optimum point an ill-conditioned problem.

Although the proposed methodology presents a novel and alternative description of the power
optimised WEC taking into account structural fatigue several assumption has been adopted. The
economical model assumes a linear dependence between structural dimensions and cost, while for a more
comprehensive analysis a detailed cost model of the system should be created. Other factors as systems’
complexity, operational over rated generator power, commissioning, decommissioning and operational
and maintenance costs, PTO efficiency, downtime periods, components reliability, etc. should also be
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included in the analysis. On the other hand, in relation of the actual stage of the wave energy sector what
is needed is mostly a rough sieving of the available concepts rather than a detail analysis.

Figure 14. Comparison of Cost Factor CF using PI controller (Case 3) with different
damping and stiffness coefficients. The CF values are normalised by the optimal P (Popt)
and I (Iopt) controller values where the power output is maximised. The value p is set equal
to 10% and the Cross Section Area data refers to the Weld 1 detail.

5. Conclusions

Given that the exploitation of the potential energy embedded in ocean waves can play an important
role in the future energy mix, so far much effort has been put in finding the best energy configuration for
a WEC. But other effects like the influence of the control strategy on the structural fatigue should not be
disregarded. This might lead to designs of WECs that are not cost effective.

The methodology presented in this article aims at selecting a controller that balances energy yield
and structural fatigue in an economic sense. To this end, well known control strategies, standard fatigue
calculations and a simple cost model are brought together (Figure 1). The controller parameters are
optimised with respect to maximum energy production. In a subsequent step, fatigue analysis and cost
estimation follow.

A case study using a numerical model of the Wavestar WEC including a non-ideal PTO has been
carried out to exemplarily demonstrate the method (Section 3). Even if it is applied for a specific case
study, it can easily be adopted for other WEC of the wave activated body type. In contrast, the results of
the case study should only very cautiously be generalised, because a specific device at a specific location
has been considered.

These particular results are summarised as follows. Both energy as well as fatigue is governed by
the constraint of the PTO moment for all considered controllers rather than by the position constraint or
the PTO delay (Section 3.2). Two main technical conclusions can be drawn from the comparison of the
passive controller (P controller) with the two active sub-optimal controllers (PI and PIDc controller) in
the case with constrained PTO moment (Figure 11B). Both active controllers:
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• harvest 80% of the maximum achievable energy and twice as much energy as the passive
controller, and;

• need roughly 50% more material at the three considered structural details in order to reach the
same life-time as the passive controller.

Feeding the proposed economic model with these results reveals that the best choice for the selected
WEC is an active sub-optimal controller (Figure 12). Furthermore, the sensitivity analysis carried out
with the PI controller showed that the controller parameters, which have been optimised with respect to
maximum AEP, are also the cost-optimal parameters (Figure 14).

Altogether, this paper indicates the importance of balancing power output and structural fatigue for
the choice of an economically optimal controller. A number of other factors such as operational vs.
rated generator power or system complexity have not been considered here. Future work should aim to
include these other factors, and more sophisticated cost models have to be developed. This would provide
a basis for a certification guideline for WEC. Further steps could also be to implement the overall cost
consideration already in the optimisation of the control algorithm.
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